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Vegetable Gardening as a Target Group for Lowe’s 

Target Segment Summary 

Target’s Psychographic Summary 

 Passionate gardeners 

 Want cost-efficient food 

 Wanting better quality food 

 A lot of free time to be a dedicated gardener 

 Want to increase value of home 

 Physically active 

 
Target’s Demographic Summary 

 Gender: Female 

 Marital Status: Married 

 Age Range: 35-64 years old 

 HH Income: $50,000+ 

 

Target’s Geographic Summary 

 Charleston / Huntington, West Virginia 

 Kingsport, Bristol, Johnson City -- All in Tennessee 

 Johnstown / Altoona, Pennsylvania 

 

Client Description 

Company Overview 

About Lowe’s-Lowe’s Newsroom states Lowe’s was “Founded in 1946 and traded on the 

New York Stock Exchange since 1961, Lowe’s (LOW) has grown from a small hardware store 

to a total home improvement company providing customers inspiration and support whenever 

and wherever they shop.” Lowe’s has also grown into a well-established business with more than 

30 percent of their sales coming from professional customers purchasing construction or 

maintenance items (About Lowe’s-Lowe’s Newsroom). Lowe's serves all personality types such 

as do-it-yourself customers or do-it-for-me customers (About Lowe’s-Lowe’s Newsroom).Since 

1946, Lowe’s now “Operates 1,835 home improvement and hardware stores across North 

America, including more than 70 Orchard Supply Hardware stores” (About Lowe’s-Lowe’s 
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Newsroom). About Lowe’s-Lowe’s Newsroom also stated that outside of their business they have 

established three foundations that include volunteer work for employees and various donations to 

charities.  

Lowe’s Foundation, Lowe’s Toolbox for Education, and Lowe's Heroes are their three 

foundations, having each their own unique purpose. The Lowe's Foundation - Lowes Corporate 

Sustainability Report describes that “The foundation funds Lowe’s national nonprofit partners as 

well as scholarship, education and hometown grant programs.” In 2013, Lowe’s Toolbox for 

Education helped improve 940 schools in 49 different states with new safety improvements, 

technology upgrades, and many more developments totaling up to nearly $4 million (Lowe's 

Toolbox for Education - Lowes Corporate Sustainability Report). Lowe’s Toolbox for Education 

required a lot of volunteers and “Each year, Lowe’s employees team up to provide thousands of 

hours of support to local communities as part of the Lowe’s Heroes employee volunteer 

program” (Lowe's Heroes - Lowes Corporate Sustainability Report). Not only do the Lowe’s 

Heroes help with Lowe’s foundations but they have also contributed volunteer work to Habitat 

for Humanity, Boys & Girls Club, and Keep America Beautiful (Lowe's Heroes - Lowes 

Corporate Sustainability Report).  

Types of Products Offered 

About Lowe's - Lowes Newsroom mentions Lowe’s has 1,835 stores and “A typical 

Lowe’s store stocks 40,000 items, including 10 private brands such as allen + roth, Kobalt and 

Utilitech.” These 40,000 items range from household appliances to building supplies for easy 

home improvement needs. Household appliances include refrigerators, dishwashers, dryers and 

other small appliances (Lowe’s Homepage). Building supplies include lumber, roofing, drywall, 
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insulation, and concrete (Lowe’s Homepage). Lowe’s offers new ideas for renovations and how-

tos on projects with online assistance (Lowe’s Homepage).   

An important branch of Lowe’s items are from Plants & Planters, which contains plant 

protection substances, hand tools, garden gloves, and many more items. Lowe’s also has 

numerous greenhouses for vegetable gardeners that range in price depending on size but still are 

all very efficient for gardening (Plants & Planters). Soil test kits, plant food, tomato cages, tree 

stakes, plant stands, potting benches, and over 1,000 types of seeds are some of the items Lowe’s 

sells for gardening (Plants & Planters). 

Separate from all of the products Lowe’s sells they also provide special home 

improvement related services. “Lowe’s offers more than 50 interior and exterior installation 

services, such as appliances, flooring and blinds; and extended protection plans, repair services, 

and credit financing” (About Lowe's - Lowes Newsroom). For any major appliance purchases you 

have with Lowe’s they offer customer delivery seven days a week (In-Store Service). Another 

service Lowe’s proposes is the “One-Year Plant Guarantee—if your trees, shrubs or perennials 

don't survive a year, we'll replace them free of charge. Just bring in the plant and your receipt” 

(In-Store Service). The One-Year Plant Guarantee is beneficial to planters who plant well or 

planters who plant poorly.  

My Target Audience Choice: Vegetable Gardening 
 

Introduction 

 The target audience I chose was vegetable gardening. Vegetable gardeners purpose 

behind gardening can be anywhere from saving money on the price of food to picking up a 

hobby that they are extremely passionate about. Vegetable gardeners are also very avid about 

their work and dedicate a large portion of their time into their work. Similarly to spending a lot 
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of time on gardening the target audience has to have free time at their disposal to be a gardener. 

Adding value to the home by growing a vegetable garden is an additional reason for this target 

audience to invest into gardening.  

Vegetable gardeners are typically in the older age group of adults. Also, the target 

audience is typically female and is highly likely to be married. Southern and Midwest are two 

stronger regions for the target audience of vegetable gardeners to live and build their gardens. 

The target of vegetable gardeners typically will have a medium level income range per in each 

individual household. Lowe’s home improvement stores has a large variety of products and 

services to meet all of these different psychographics and demographics of the target audience 

for vegetable gardeners. 

Psychographic Elements of Vegetable Gardening 

 According to The Impact of Home and Community Gardening in America, the biggest 

reason this target audience is producing their own vegetables is for better-tasting food in 58 

percent of households; the second biggest reason the target is planting vegetables to save money 

on food bills in 54 percent of households (The Impact of Home and Community Gardening in 

America). The target audience not only wants better quality food but also cost-efficient food. 

“Today's food gardening households have gardened for an average of 12 years,” making the 

target well acquainted and passionate with the world of gardening (The Impact of Home and 

Community Gardening in America). The target audience of vegetable gardeners are similarly 

very dedicated to this hobby and enjoy their work because “Food gardening households spend an 

average of 5 hours per week in the garden” (The Impact of Home and Community Gardening in 

America). Furthermore, 91 percent of 33 million households have their gardens located directly 

at their home; the target audience looks as gardening as not only as a fun hobby but a good 
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investment to increase the value of their home (The Impact of Home and Community Gardening 

in America). 

Vegetable gardening is not overly expensive and in 2008 the average gardener spent 

about $53.00 on vegetable gardening according to The Impact of Home and Community 

Gardening in America. Vegetable gardeners “Also crave information, and industry experts 

anecdotally cite this as the reason much of the gardening market is very Internet-savvy,” and the 

target audience wants innovative ways to plant with fresh types of vegetables (Mosquera, 

“Gardeners”). The target audience purchases at all times of the year but especially during the 

spring as Butterfield describes is the "psychological spring"—the period after New Year's when 

people begin to look forward to spring and start planning their gardens (Mosquera, “Gardeners”). 

Zick claimed, “The decision to garden likely influences both caloric intake and physical 

activity,” leading to a large portion of the target audience of vegetable gardening to be somewhat 

physically active consumers (1).  

Demographics 

 According to The Lifestyle Market Analyst, 2007 the most common age range for 

vegetable gardeners was higher for the age range between 35 and 64 year olds than any other age 

group. Mosquera describes that the gardener market leans towards an older demographic on 

average (“Gardeners”). The target audience is within an older age range. About 60 percent of 

gardeners are female and 40 percent are male pushing the target audience towards the female sex 

(Mosquera, “Gardeners”). In 2007, a single female is 17.5 percent of vegetable gardening 

compared to single male of 13.8 percent but the target audience is highest in a married couple 

because they are the largest percentage of vegetable gardeners at 68.8 percent (The Lifestyle 

Market Analyst, 2007).  
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The Impact of Home and Community Gardening In America also claimed that households 

with no children at home were at a high 67 percent more likely to practice gardening than a 

household with children currently at home. In 2007, 16.4 percent of families with income levels 

less than $20,000 yearly practiced vegetable gardening. For households with incomes of $50,000 

or more 50 percent of these households practiced vegetable gardening (The Lifestyle Market 

Analyst, 2007). From this statistic we can conclude our target audience has a high chance of 

falling between $50,000 and $100,000 for income level of each household.  

How Target Aligns with Lowe’s Offerings 

 Lowe’s has 1,835 stores that are all over the United States including the southern region 

of consumers meeting a demographic of the target audience. Lowe’s has over 1,000 types of 

seeds including 20 plus different types of vegetable seeds to interest passionate and time-

dedicated gardeners. The target audience’s interest in cost-efficient food is met with Lowe’s 

pricing on their vegetable seeds ranging from $2-$20 and also providing sufficient amounts of 

vegetables. Lowe’s sells greenhouses which are perfect for the long-term passionate vegetable 

gardeners of the world. All gardening tools sold at Lowe’s are practical for male or female and 

are easy to function for both genders. Adding a shed to the backyard of the consumers home 

would increase the value of that house and can be purchased at Lowe’s to use for either 

gardening itself or storage for the different gardening tools a consumer would own.  

 Lowe’s unique service of “One-Year Plant Guarantee” is perfect for the target audience 

because they are devoted gardeners and this will be beneficial to them if something goes wrong 

during their gardening season and they can save money. Lowe’s also provides items that help the 

consumer save money with each purchase and be effective with their spending. During specific 
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gardening seasons Lowe’s provides discounts for their consumers such as during vegetable 

seasons for my target audience.  

Media Plan Targeted to Reach: Vegetable Gardeners 

Introduction 

 My media plan is based on a three month campaign during April, May, and June. These 

months are an important time for my audience and their vegetable gardening seasons. My top 

priority media type was magazines because vegetable gardeners are able to bring the ad outside 

with them and get it dirty or reuse it through their different gardening seasons. My second main 

priority was internet because it is constantly being updated for the different vegetable seasons 

and has a great social network for the gardening community online.  

 A majority of my advertisements were continuously inserted during my three month 

period besides the two TV programs I chose. I used a total of five magazines that contained 

articles and features discussing vegetable gardening; this easily targeted the vegetable gardener 

audience Lowe’s is asking me to find. I used four main websites whom all included their 

magazines online and a number of video tutorials for working in your vegetable garden. I chose 

two TV programs that contained a host demonstrating hands-on work in the garden to help the 

audience see what they can do in their own vegetable garden back home. I used ten 

keywords/phrases in Google AdWords for my media plan because they were cost-efficient and 

extremely targeted for my target audience.   

 I did not spend the maximum amount your budget allowed because I didn’t want to be 

place ads with no rhyme or reason, I wanted to be strategic with them. My budget was not used 

largely in TV or Google AdWords because neither was a main priority for me and both were 

inexpensive. I was also able to purchase a large amount of insertions in my magazines and I 
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placed them where I knew my target audience would be able to see them. A large portion of my 

budget was spent on my second priority of internet and I used an appropriate amount of 

impressions each website. 

Media Plan Schedule: 

 The three months I chose for my media plan are April, May, and June. I chose these three 

months because they worked well with my target audience. During these three months gardening 

magazines were focused on vegetable gardening and tips for the upcoming season. Also, google 

searches on anything related to vegetable gardening were tremendously higher during the months 

of April, May, and June compared to the rest of the year. A majority of gardener’s vegetables are 

going to be in seasons during these three months and thrive due to high temperatures and high 

levels of sunlight.  

 The months of April, May, and June are important to my target audience because they are 

at the center of a vegetable gardener’s season. Vegetable gardeners enjoy being physically active 

by getting their hands dirty, and during these months temperatures are rising and they are able to 

go outside and enjoy the weather with their gardening. Also, vegetable gardeners want cost-

efficient food and the prices of seeds and gardening supplies go on sale or have discounts during 

the months of April, May, and June. My target audience will have more free time to be focused, 

dedicated, and passionate about their work because these three months also mark the beginning 

of summer. Children are also out of school during these months and parents use this as an 

opportunity to sell their home and move; households are in competition to sell their home and 

find that a thriving garden in the backyard will help increase the value of their home. 

Media Type Priorities:  
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 I chose magazines as my main media type priority because it fits my target audience the 

best. Magazines are an important media type because they are targeted specifically to the 

vegetable gardener audience. The audiences of a magazine have something specific common and 

for my magazines they all shared the common interest of vegetable gardening. Magazines also 

have a long shelf life and allow gardeners to keep the magazine for as long as they want; the 

audience is able to reuse articles or tips that previously worked well in their vegetable garden. 

Magazines keep their readers very involved and they are more likely to see an advertisement 

because the audience is focused on the content inside of the magazine. Also, magazines are made 

of durable paper that makes any advertisement look more appealing than something in a 

newspaper or on the TV.  

 Being able to reuse a magazine is useful for vegetable gardeners because they are 

dedicated about gardening and will continue their work through numerous gardening seasons. 

The target audience is passionate about vegetable gardening and loyal to their work so they stay 

involved in the gardening community and subscribe to magazines. A vegetable gardener 

typically works outside for long hours and a magazine doesn’t require an energy source 

compared to a TV or computer. Gardeners normally get their hands dirty when working with 

their vegetables and being able to physically hold a magazine in front of them that is durable 

during their work perfectly fits their needs. Magazines are a very beneficial media type for my 

target audience of vegetable gardeners and that is where a large amount of my budget was spent.  

 My second media priority I chose for my media plan is internet. Even though the internet 

has millions of websites, each specific site is able to be tremendously targeted towards a specific 

audience. The internet also allows you to geo-target your advertising to a specific location and 

pinpoint your target audience clearly. Google is located on the internet and is known as the holy 
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grail of targeting your audience because you only pay for an ad if it is being used by the 

audience. Also, with Google you aren’t wasting any money on consumers who aren’t your 

specific audience. The internet is constantly being updated and changed with the most recent 

news and topics that relate to the audience. Internet also allows for a specific community with 

similar interests to connect and socialize through things like articles and discussions that form an 

explicit target group.  

 Gardeners are able to type in any vegetable seed or gardening equipment they are looking 

for into Google and it will send them directly to what they want; it also works vice versa because 

Lowe’s is only receiving people who are actually looking for their products and services. With 

vegetable gardening you can search on the internet certain tips and tricks to having a successful 

garden and find websites exclusively for vegetable gardens. Also, with the internet frequently 

changing it is easy to change out which seeds you are promoting that season or which gardening 

tools are on discount from Lowe’s, keeping gardeners up to date with each vegetable season. The 

internet provides vegetable gardeners to network online in a specific gardening community and 

share gardening ideas between gardeners. I believe magazines are a more important than internet 

because you are able to take it outside with you while you are working in your garden but with 

the internet you need a source of energy and it is not near as durable for the gardener. 

 

Specific Media Choices 

Magazine Choices:  

Better Homes and Gardens: Special Interest Publications-Garden Ideas and Outdoor Living 

 I chose this magazine because my target audience was found in Better Homes and 

Gardens. Better Homes and Gardens has a circulation above seven million and a total audience 
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over 25 million people. I knew choosing this magazine would allow Lowe’s advertisements to be 

seen by millions of people and on a national scale. You said not to choose magazines that I know 

and so at first I avoided Better Homes and Gardens, but then I was struggling to meet the 

minimum budget for the media plan. I went back and looked at Better Homes and Gardens and 

found a more targeted publication named Garden Ideas and Outdoor Living and I went for it 

because I had the money. 

  I chose a full page on the fourth cover because Better Homes and Gardens is sold at 

grocery stores and convenient stores, which allows the other people in those stores to see the ad 

just by picking it up and flipping it over when deciding whether or not to purchase it. I had a 

three month opportunity to reach my audience and I decided to run this continuously in the 

magazines for April, May, and June; especially because I had the budget to run continuously. For 

having such a large circulation, $90,304 per fourth cover of Better Homes and Gardens didn’t 

seem too outrageous. The total campaign cost was $270,912 which seems like a lot to spend on 

three insertions on one magazine but like I said I had the money for it and it was a more targeted 

publication in Better Homes and Gardens. I believe it was definitely worth the money for these 

insertions in Better Homes and Gardens.  

The American Gardener 

 I chose The American Gardener because this magazine successfully reached my target 

audience. The American Gardener didn’t have the largest overall audience but was highly 

targeted towards vegetable gardeners. The American Gardener runs bimonthly and I purchased 

insertions in their March/April and May/June publications. These two magazine publications 

worked perfectly with my target audience because they contained exclusive articles on gardening 

tips, vegetables that were in during these months, and how to successfully grow tomatoes during 

these months. Yes, the total audience was low compared to the cost per ad causing the CPM to 
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be offensively high at $67.86, but I still believe this insertion was important for my media plan 

because it is strongly targeted towards vegetable gardeners.  

 Once I fully decided to implement The American Gardener into my media plan, I went 

with a full page fourth cover again because the back page is going to be seen more than anything 

on the inside. I ran two insertions because that was the maximum I could purchase on the back 

cover, in the three months given, with a bimonthly magazine. My schedule was continuity 

because the magazine runs bimonthly and I wanted to be in the maximum magazines in my 

three-month time frame. The total campaign cost was $5,700 which ended up costing little to 

none in my budget, but I also wasn’t wasting money on viewers who wouldn’t be interested in 

Lowe’s vegetable products and services. I could have invested more insertions on the inside of 

this magazine but I figured with a lower circulation than my other magazines it could be more 

beneficial in another magazine.  

Horticulture 

 I first chose Horticulture as a media vehicle because it reached my target audience. This 

magazine specifically targets an audience with the common interest of all things gardening. The 

Horticulture demographics also matched well with my demographics; female, in the age range of 

35-64, and having a household income of $50,000+. Horticulture stated that 97% of their readers 

are subscribers to their magazine giving them loyal and dedicated gardeners as their audience. 

This magazine is also bimonthly and my insertions will be in the March/April and May/June 

publications. 

 I switched up the ad positions in Horticulture for something creative and hopefully 

effective in this magazine. I purchased a full page advertisement that would be towards the 

beginning of the magazine to start a story line of a family using Lowe’s products together. Then, 
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I purchased three insertions at a half page each, scattered throughout the magazine, that would all 

relate to the family in the first full page ad. Then, one fourth cover insertion at the end of the 

magazine that wrapped up the story line showing a happy family gardening. By using two full 

page insertions at the beginning and end of the magazine I sandwiched the half page insertions 

located in the inside. This keeps the target audience of vegetable gardeners consistently looking 

at Lowe’s advertisements while reading through the magazine and the repetition of Lowe’s logo 

is memorable.  

 I loved the idea of my “sandwich” ad in Horticulture, I doubled all of my insertions to 

run a similar plan in two separate publications. This magazine also had a total circulation of 

179,000 which is large enough to reach a large audience but not too big to be wasting money on 

people uninterested in Lowe’s products and services. Horticulture had ten total number of 

insertions within my three targeted months and I ran continuity because it was in the magazine 

productions for March/April and May/June.  

Fine Gardening 

 I chose Fine Gardening as a magazine media vehicle because it reached my target 

audience. A majority of the articles that are located inside of this magazine focus on vegetable 

gardening instead of the different varieties of gardening. Fine Gardening also has a few special 

features that emphasis on the different types of tomatoes and how to successfully grow them. 

Tomatoes are one of the biggest interest for my vegetable gardener audience and because this 

magazine specifically finds readers interested in tomatoes, I decided to run a couple insertions.  

 Fine Gardening is another bimonthly magazine and I ran insertions during the 

March/April and May/June productions. As in the previous magazines, I stuck with continuity 

because magazines are my priority in my media plan and I am only available to purchase ads for 
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three months. I decided to run a full page on the second cover for this magazine; after looking 

through past productions I noticed that the front page typically is brightly colored with 

decorative fonts. Once the audience sees the front page they may very briefly open up a page or 

two to see if the bright colors and bright fonts are continuous and there they will get a good 

glance at the Lowe’s advertisement. The CPM was pretty high at $38.65 from a full page costing 

$12,135 and the total audience around 314,000. I found this ad beneficial to my media plan, even 

though the CPM was very pricey, it targeted my vegetable gardeners perfectly and I had the 

budget for it.  

Organic Gardening 

 I chose Organic Gardening as a media vehicle because it reached my target audience. 

This magazine focuses on gardening without the use of synthetic chemicals as an aid to growing 

a vegetable garden. Gardeners are eco-friendly in their work and Organic Gardening gives them 

advice and stories to inspire them to have a thriving garden without the use of synthetic 

chemicals. With a total audience of 408,000 viewers and the emphasis on organic gardening I 

felt that this magazine would play an important role in my media plan.  

 Organic Gardening will produce three magazines during my campaign, I will run one full 

page ad on the inside and two, one-third page ads. The two, one-third page ads would be on two 

separate pages in the magazine, in the lower right corner, with similar designs that would relate 

to the full page ad at the end of the magazine. I purchased a total of three full page insertions for 

the inside and six, one-third page, advertisements for this magazine. I will be running continuity 

because the three months I chose for my campaign schedule are when my target audience are 

searching for new organic ways to garden. Total campaign cost for Organic Gardening was the 

second largest amount I spent at $91,197. The average CPM was shockingly high at $32.15, but 
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it is useful because it strongly targeted vegetable gardeners by attracting readers with organic 

options. 

TV Choices: 

Gardener’s World 

 I chose Gardener’s World as one of my TV media vehicles because it reached my target 

audience. Gardener’s World has been airing since 1968 and has over eight seasons. During 

season, a new episode airs weekly on basic cable. I was unable to find exactly what time the 

show airs so I guessed prime television time for this TV show. I eliminated late news and late 

fringe because it is a gardening show with an older viewing audience, staying up late to watch a 

TV show wouldn’t be ideal for them. My television rating was also a guess for Gardener’s 

World and it has been airing for over 45 years so I gave them a 0.7 rating. You said 70 percent of 

TV shows are going to be less than 0.5 but I ranked Gardener’s World higher because it is 

continuing to air and has a decent amount of viewers.  

 One of my priority cities was Charleston/Hunting, WV which had the largest TV 

household in the market. For my campaign schedule I wanted to try something different by using 

bursting. Bursting works well for a weekly TV show because you can advertise frequently for the 

first two weeks of the month, then don’t run any ads for two weeks, and then come back and run  

ads for two weeks. This is beneficial because the target audience doesn’t get burnt out on Lowe’s 

advertisements, but when they start to forget the ad it will return for two more episodes.  

 Gardener’s World is an hour long program and I purchased 180 total advertisements 

between my three cities. My other targeted cities were the tri-cities of Kingsport, Bristol, 

Johnson City in Tennessee, and Johnstown/Altoona, Pennsylvania. In each city I ran 60 total ads 

that were 30 seconds each during the month of April, May, and June. Each hour-long, weekly 
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episode, will have ten ads running within it. The campaign schedule of bursting will have the ads 

run two weeks on and then two weeks off for a continuous three months. Depending on the city 

the price per 30-second ad differed but nothing was outrageously expensive and I was able to fit 

an appropriate amount of ads within my budget.  

Gardening by the Yard 

 Gardening by the Yard was chosen as a media vehicle for my media plan because it 

efficiently reached my target audience. This TV show was an hour long program that aired on 

HGTV between 1996 and 2012 weekly. I was again unable to find the time the show aired so I 

just stayed consistent with prime time for cable. The rating of Gardening by the Yard was also an 

educated guess and I settled with 0.5 because it seemed reasonable in comparison to the top rated 

TV programs.  

 My top three cities did not change for this TV program but I increased the amount of 

insertions and changed the campaign schedule. I went back to continuity but I am only running 

ads for every other week the TV show is aired. I feel like this is frequent enough to keep the TV 

show audience aware of Lowe’s but not too overwhelming that they feel annoyed. I continued 

using 10 ads per weekly episode and 60 total insertions per city for the three month period. The 

cost per 30-second ad wasn’t very expensive and I started with way more insertions than ten per 

episode, but I realized that was obnoxiously too many ads for an hour long program. TV wasn’t a 

main priority in my media plan and I decided to lower the ads down to ten, spending a low 

amount on my TV ads.  

Internet Placements 

hortmag.com 
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 I chose hortmag.com because it is extremely targeted towards the audience of a vegetable 

gardener. This website contained articles and videos of how to successfully create a vegetable 

garden. Hortmag.com is also an extension of the Horticulture magazine which attracts a lot of 

the magazine viewers to check out their online reading; this means the website has a decent 

amount of loyal viewers who are looking for more vegetable gardening ideas online.  

 The cost per 1,000 impressions was not found anywhere online and I used the average 

CPM rate for a banner ad from the “Home & Architecture” section of $3.68 on page 11. I 

decided the total number of impressions per month based on how many unique visitors a month 

the website had and how many websites I planned on using. I used continuity on my campaign 

schedule because the prices weren’t expensive and I wanted these internet placements to run all 

three months for consistency. 

bhg.com/gardening/vegetable/vegetables/ 

 I chose this website because it reached my target audience very specifically online. Better 

Homes and Gardens contains millions of articles that range anywhere from remodeling your 

house to sewing a pillow case for grandma’s birthday but this very specific website is targeted 

for vegetable gardeners. Placing an ad on this site is the ideal banner ad placement for Lowe’s 

because the only audience you will find browsing this web page is vegetable gardeners, I am not 

wasting any money on uninterested consumers.  

 Better Homes and Gardens did not have the cost per 1,000 impressions either and so I 

continued to use the average CPM rate for a banner ad from as $3.68. This website has over 130 

million unique visitors per month that are my exact target audience. I didn’t hesitate to have 

2,000 impressions per month because I found it to be one of the best internet placements I could 

find. I also decided to run this for three consistent months because there was no reason to not 
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place these ads during the thriving gardening season on this website. I spent a total of $22,080 

for six million total impressions and because the website was very targeted to my audience it was 

important for my media plan. 

finegardening.com 

 I chose this website because it effectively reached my target audience online. Fine 

Gardening has been online for over 25 years and is a website that focuses on gardening ideas for 

outside or inside. This website has tips on how to garden with hundreds of different plants and 

various how-to’s for gardening. This website receives around 150 million unique visitors per 

month on average. Finegardening.com also provides the Fine Gardening magazine online for 

subscribers through this home web page. 

 The total cost for over 3 million impressions was right at $112,144 for consistently 

running the Lowe’s ad for the three months of April, May, and June. The CPM was extremely 

low at $0.03 and made it very cost efficient to purchase around one million impressions per 

month. Finegardening.com contains vegetable gardening ideas but also various flower gardening 

ideas, I didn’t go extravagant with my impression purchases on this website for that reason. This 

website was targeted towards gardeners but not exclusively for vegetable gardeners; the money 

was still well spent on this ad with the number of unique visitors the website has. 

 ahs.org/gardening-resources 

 I chose this website because it targeted my audience of vegetable gardeners very well 

online. Ahs.org is the American Horticulture Society website and contains information that 

includes gardening resources and various gardening programs you can get involved in. More in 

depth of gardening resources this website provides access to the American Gardener publications 

and the opportunity to become a member and connect in the different gardening clubs and 
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societies. This website targets my vegetable gardener audience because it provides numerous 

opportunities to become involved in the online gardening world through social networks. Also, 

this website is “.org”; meaning the audience will trust the information from this website and use 

the resources they offer.  

 I again could not find the cost per 1,000 impressions online and I continued to use the 

average CPM rate for a banner ad of $3.68. I could only find the number of unique visitors per 

month for ahs.org in general and that was over 15 million; I adjusted this number slightly for the 

more targeted ahs.org/gardening-resources web page because it will have less visitors that are 

more targeted towards vegetable gardeners. I ran continuously through all three chosen months 

in my campaign schedule which resulted in over two million impressions on this website alone. 

The CPM was reasonable and low for this website at $0.18 which I found was helpful in my 

media plan and spent around $7,000 on this website alone.  

Websites not used 

 There were two websites that I found unnecessary to keep in my media plan. The first 

website I cut from my internet placements was growingagreenerworld.com. At first I thought 

this website was full of videos teaching you how to plant vegetable but then I found out the only 

videos this website posted were about flower gardening. Their videos were very important to this 

website and there wasn’t enough for vegetable gardeners to consider spending on them. Also, the 

CPM was ridiculously high at $71.23 and with it not even reaching the vegetable gardener 

audience I removed it from my internet placements.  

 I also cut planetnatural.com/vegetable-gardening-guru because the CPM was again too 

high at $78.86. This website did not update the articles they posted about vegetable gardening 

and I do not believe they sell a banner ad. With the CPM being so high and my target audience 
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not being fully there I decided it would be a waste of money on this website and cut it out of my 

media plan.  

Google Keywords  

 When using AdWords by Google I was able to pinpoint exactly what my target audience 

was searching during my campaign months in my three cities. Google truly is the holy grail of 

advertising by not wasting any money or any time on consumers who aren’t interested in Lowe’s 

products or services. I chose a total of ten keywords for my Google search that I found were all 

perfect for the target audience of vegetable gardeners. All of these keywords were exclusively 

searched in my top three cities. I decided to run continuity in my campaign schedule because all 

of the keywords I found were inexpensive and it is more useful to have them continuously 

running during my campaign months. 

 I couldn’t have any keywords that were just simply gardening because that would waste 

money on an audience interested in any type of gardening but not specifically my audience of 

vegetable gardeners. Vertical gardening is typically used for certain vegetable plants and targets 

my audience much better than just using the keyword gardening. I chose heirloom seeds because 

they are a well-recognized brand of vegetable seeds that showed high searches during the months 

of April, May, and June. I noticed that keywords somehow including the word seeds were 

searched quite often and from there I added organic seeds, vegetable seeds for sale, and when to 

plant vegetable seeds to reach my target audience. 

 From previous knowledge I also knew that tomatoes are a very common investment for 

vegetable gardeners and looked for a few keywords that would be helpful for my target audience. 

Tomato seeds had around 200 total clicks per month in my top three cities for my campaign 

months and cost $1.24 per click. Tomato fertilizer had 120 clicks per month and only cost $0.47 
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per click. Both of these keywords pinpoint the large part of my audience that are interested in 

tomato gardening and are at a good price so they were important for my media plan.  

Justification of Money Spent: 

 The total amount of money I spent on my media plan $492,036. Magazines were my 

main priority for vegetable gardeners and I spent most of my budget on them. Magazines totaled 

in $428,659 for a total of 28 insertions in five magazines. Better Homes and Gardens alone cost 

$270,912 but because I had a large budget I was able to invest a few insertions into a familiar 

magazine. I spent $91,197 in Organic Gardening but I ended up with 11 insertions and for under 

$100,000. A few of my magazines had a large CPM but I felt it was necessary to spend part of 

the budget in those magazines because they were much targeted toward the vegetable gardener 

audience.  

 Internet was my second main priority and I spent $49,920 of my budget on four internet 

placements. I purchased banner ads during all three of my campaign months using the price of 

$3.68 cost per 1,000 impressions on all ads. All of my websites also attracted a loyal audience 

because they had their magazine located online for readers. Google AdWords are also located on 

the internet and I spent a total of $4,144.80 on them. My keywords were specific and helped 

filter out consumers who weren’t searching for topics related to vegetable gardening. Each 

individual website contained different vegetable gardening tips and ideas but they all helped me 

reach my specific audience through their websites.  

 I spent a total of $12,312 for 360 insertions between two TV programs. TV was not much 

of a priority for my target audience of vegetable gardeners because they like to be outdoors and 

sitting on the couch for an hour long program isn’t ideal for them. TV was useful though because 

it allowed me to purchase ad insertions for each specific targeted city I used. I spent more money 
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on Gardener’s World than on Gardening by the Yard because it has been airing longer and has a 

higher rating. Both TV programs didn’t have a large audience and so purchasing 60 insertions for 

my three month campaign was not too expensive for my budget.  

 The budget maximum was $600,000 and I know that I was under. Typically when you 

are given a maximum you should spend every last dime they give you in the most efficient way. 

I chose the most efficient ways to place my advertisements for Lowe’s but I didn’t find it 

necessary to spend that much money. There were not many options for vegetable gardeners TV 

programs besides the two I used and so it was difficult to spend a large amount of the budget on 

TV. Also, most of the TV programs I could find had low ratings with cheap prices and I didn’t 

want to place more than 10 insertions in an hour long show because that becomes obnoxious.  

 I kept just adding more and more insertions to each media vehicle I wanted to use to get 

closer to my maximum budget but then I realized that is not strategic with my placements just 

sloppy. I wanted to have an appropriate amount of placements for each media vehicle and I 

wanted each media vehicle to be perfectly targeting my vegetable gardener audience. I made sure 

none of my placements were too repetitious for the audience but enough to make Lowe’s 

memorable.  
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